
C O L L E C T I O N S



WHITEBLACK BARRED LEATHER CLASSIC LEATHER WOOD

AVAILABLE FINISHES







TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET
Construction with decoupled side panels for 
resonances and standing waves control.

TWEETER
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver, neodymium 
magnet system.

MID-WOOFERS
110 mm coated cellulose cone drivers.

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant third order design, optimized
phase characteristics for optimal space/time
performance, cross-over point 2.000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
55 Hz – 25.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY
89 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
8 ohm.

POWER HANDLING
20W – 100W, without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
165 x 540 x 225 mm

WEIGHT
7.3 Kg – net weight / 9.5 Kg





toy speaker SYSTEM:
2 way vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET:
Construction with decoupled side panels for 
resonances and standing waves control.

TWEETER:
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver, 
neodymium magnet system.

MID-WOOFER:
110 mm coated cellulose cone driver.

CROSS-OVER:
Non-resonant third order design, optimized 
phase characteristics for optimal space/time 
performance, cross-over point 4.500 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
60 Hz – 25.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY:
87 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE:
8 ohm.

POWER HANDLING:
20W – 100W, without clipping.

Il gioco è sinonimo di gioia: la stessa emozione che l’arte dei suoni non ha mai 
smesso di regalare. 
Il gioco è anche spontaneità, come quella di un piccolo sistema di altoparlanti 
pensato per esprimersi ovunque vi sia bisogno di musica ben riprodotta.
Toy sarà perfettamente a suo agio appoggiato su un tavolo, vi stupirà quando lo 
installerete in una libreria e darà il meglio di sé se lo tratterete come un diffusore 
hi-end, posizionandolo con attenzione nel vostro ambiente d’ascolto.
Perché il piacere della musica ben riprodotta è un bene di tutti.

Sonus Faber conveys in the Toy the sheer experience of joy that comes from 
working with real passion and enthusiasm for music of all kinds. Toys have               
always been synonymous with happiness and surprise, the same emotions the 
art of sound has conveyed from time immemorial.  Play is also about spontaneity, 
embodied perfectly in this gem-like system of compact loudspeakers which are 
easy to place yet convey the full impact of music in all its variety.  The Toy is 
perfectly at home on a side table; it will surprise and delight you when installed 
in a bookcase; and it will truly shine when you treat it like the true high-end 
loudspeaker it is by placing it carefully in your favorite room.  The Toy proves the 
pleasure of music reproduced with clarity and nuance can be a gift to everyone.

FINISH:
Barred black leather.

DIMENSIONS:
265 x 185 x 270 mm (HxWxD).  

WEIGHT:
9.8 Kg per pair – net weight / 12 Kg per pair – shipping weight.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET
Construction with decoupled side panels for 
resonances and standing waves control.

TWEETER
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver, neodymium 
magnet system.

MID-WOOFER
110 mm coated cellulose cone driver.

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant third order design, optimized phase 
characteristics for optimal space/time performance, 
cross-over point 4.500 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
60 Hz – 25.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
87 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
8 ohm.

POWER HANDLING
20W – 100W, without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
265 x 185 x 270 mm

WEIGHT
9.8 Kg per pair – net weight / 12 Kg per pair.





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3 way vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET
Construction with decoupled side panels for resonances and 
standing waves control.

TWEETER
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver, neodymium magnet 
system.

MIDRANGE
110 mm coated cellulose cone driver.

WOOFER
180 mm hard nomex cone driver.

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant third order design, optimized phase characteristics 
for optimal space/time performance, cross-over point 400 Hz - 
4000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
45 Hz – 25.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY
89 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
8 ohm.

POWER HANDLING
35W – 200W, without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
950 x 270 x 295 mm

WEIGHT
35.6 Kg per pair – net weight / 43 Kg per pair.

toy tower SYSTEM:
3 way vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET:
Construction with decoupled side panels 
for resonances and standing waves control.

TWEETER:
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver, 
neodymium magnet system.

MIDRANGE:
110 mm coated cellulose cone driver.

WOOFER:
180 mm hard nomex cone driver.

CROSS-OVER:
Non-resonant third order design, optimized 
phase characteristics for optimal space/time 
performance, cross-over point 400 Hz – 4000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
45 Hz – 25.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY:
89 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE:
8 ohm.

POWER HANDLING:
35W – 200W, without clipping. 

Donare alle emozioni della musica una dimensione di coinvolgimento ancor più 
intensa e profonda è il desiderio che Sonus faber realizza grazie a Toy tower, un 
piccolo ed equilibrato diffusore da pavimento con una grande ambizione: 
restituire, in maniera completa ed avvolgente, il messaggio sonoro contenuto nei 
vostri dischi preferiti. 
Nutritelo di piccole attenzioni, posizionandolo con cura e scegliendo con gusto i suoi 
partners elettronici, e sarete ripagati, giorno dopo giorno, con una riproduzione 
musicale estremamente coinvolgente, profondamente appassionata
e totalmente appagante. 

With the compact but ambitious floor-standing Toy Tower, Sonus Faber conveys all 
the colors and emotions of lifesized music reproduction with an even more intense, 
profound involvement than its smaller sibling.  The Toy Tower delivers a complete 
acoustic picture of your favorite melodies that will simply carry you away. 
Cherish your new Toy Tower. Position it attentively and select its electronic partners 
with care. You will be rewarded, day after day, with an intensely passionate and 
soulful musical experience.

FINISH:
Barred black leather.

DIMENSIONS:
950 x 270 x 295 mm (HxWxD). 

WEIGHT:
35.6 Kg per pair – net weight / 43 Kg per pair – shipping weight.



luxurious&fun

WHITEWOOD BLACK

AVAILABLE FINISHES











TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way bookshelf vented box

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MID-WOOFER
2x150 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
1.800Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
60 Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
89 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
30W – 150W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
22V rms

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
222x500x290 mm

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
222x500x290

WEIGHT
9,50 each





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way wallmount closed box
with passive radiator

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MID-WOOFER
1x150 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity.
Sonus faber design.

PASSIVE RADIATOR
1x150 mm driver. Free compression basket design and
Curv cone. Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
2.000Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
50 Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
87 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
30W – 150W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
20V rms

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD)
291x500x170

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HXWXD)
291x500x170

WEIGHT
6,25 each 1
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way standmount bookshelf vented box

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MID-WOOFER
1x150 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
2.000Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
50Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
85 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
30W – 150W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
20V rms

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD)
394x206x300 mm

OPTIONAL DEDICATED STAND (HxWxD)
698x276x326 mm

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1076x276x382

WEIGHT
6,00 each





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way standmount bookshelf vented box

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MID-WOOFER
1x180 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity.
Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
2.500Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
45Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
88 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
50W – 200W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
22V rms

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD)
449x246x336 mm

OPTIONAL DEDICATED STAND (HxWxD) 
698x276x326 mm

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1130x276x391 mm

WEIGHT
7,00 each





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2.5 way floorstanding vented box

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MID-WOOFER
1x180 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Sonus faber design.

WOOFER
1x180 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
250Hz-2.500Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
40 Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
89 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
40W – 250W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
22V rms

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1107x340x437 mm

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1107x340x437

WEIGHT
19,45 each





TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3.5 way floorstanding vented box

TWEETER
29 mm high definition precoated fabric dome driver 
with no ferrofluid. Sonus faber design.

MIDRANGE
1x150 mm cone driver. Free compression basket 
design and thermo-mouldered polypropylene textile 
cone (Curv). Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Special coaxial anti-compressor is used to remove 
resonances and distortions. Sonus faber design.

WOOFER
2x180 mm driver. Free compression basket design and 
Curv cone. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Sonus faber design.

CROSS-OVER POINTS
180-220-2.300Hz

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
38 Hz-25.000 Hz

SENSITIVITY (2.83V/1M)
90 dB SPL

NOMINAL IMPENDENCE
6 ohm

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
40W – 300W without clipping

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE (IEC-268-5)
22V rms

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1157x340x438 mm

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1157x340x43 mm

WEIGHT
21,30 each
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WALNUT GRAPHITE

AVAILABLE FINISHES











SYSTEM 
3 way floorstanding, paralaminar “stealth 
ultraflex” vented loudspeaker.

CABINET
Enhanced “Lyre” shape design, progressive 
thickness triple curvature cabinet walls damped 
spread resonance spectrum system. Solid walnut 
vertical clamps.

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped Apex 
Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and ring 
transducer) 29XTR2. A Sonus faber designed 29 
mm moving coil driver. The ultra dynamic linearity 
is given by the new Neodymium motor system.

MIDRANGE
Sonus faber M8XTR. A Sonus faber designed 80 
mm ultra dynamic linearity midwoofer. CCAW 
wire is used on a controlled “eddy current free” 
voice coil. The dynamically linear magnetic field 
motor has a focused field geometry. A special 
custom diaphragm is made with a blend of 
traditional cellulose pulp, kapok, kenaf and other 
natural fibers, developed according to the most 
natural sound. To further inhibit any residual cone 
coloration we are using a transparent viscous 
surface damping coating. A special coaxial anti-
compressor is used, designed to remove cavity 
resonance and distortions.

WOOFERS
Sonus faber W15XTR. A totally Sonus faber 
designed 150 mm ultra dynamic linearity woofer. 
CCAW wire is used on a composite former “eddy 
current free” voice coil. The dynamically linear 
magnetic field motor incorporates triple Kellog/
Goeller rings. A special custom diaphragm is 
made with a real time air dried non pressed blend 
of traditional cellulose pulp, kapok, kenaf and 
other natural fibers, developed according to the 
most natural sound. To further inhibit any residual 

cone coloration we are using a transparent viscous 
surface damping coating.
CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant “progressive slope” design, 
optimized amplitude/phase response for optimal 
space/time performance. “Paracross topology” 
on both tweeter hi-pass and midrange band 
pass, cross-over points 250 Hz - 2.500 Hz. Highest 
quality components are used including Mundorf 
Evo Oil capacitors and Jantzen inductors.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
50 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
88 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m). 

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT 
50W – 300W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
(IEC-268-5)
22V rms.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD) 
230 x 649 x 353 mm

OPTIONAL DEDICATED STAND (HxWxD)
443 x 438 x 310 mm

WEIGHT
17 kg Net

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS





SYSTEM
2 way standmount, paralaminar stealth flow vented 
loudspeaker.

CABINET
Enhanced “Lyre shape” design, progressive thickness 
triple curvature cabinet walls damped spread 
resonance spectrum system. Solid walnut vertical 
clamps.

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped Apex 
Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and ring 
transducer) 29XTR2. A Sonus faber designed 29 mm 
moving coil driver. The ultra dynamic linearity is given 
by the new Neodymium motor system. 

MID-WOOFER
Sonus faber MW15XTR. A totally Sonus faber designed 
150 mm ultra dynamic linearity midwoofer. CCAW 
wire is used on a composite former “eddy current 
free” voice coil. The dynamically linear magnetic field 
motor incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings. 
A special custom diaphragm is made with a real time 
air dried non pressed blend of traditional cellulose 
pulp, kapok, kenaf and other natural fibers, developed 
according to the most natural sound.
To further inhibit any residual cone coloration we are 
using a transparent viscous surface damping coating.

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant “progressive slope” design, optimized 
amplitude/phase response for optimal space/time 
performance.
“Paracross topology” on both tweeter hi-pass and 
midwoofer low pass, cross-over point 2.500 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
50 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
87 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
40W – 150W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
(IEC-268-5)
20V rms.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
354 x 222 x 368 mm. 

OPTIONAL DEDICATED STAND (HxWxD)
708 x 287 x 376 mm 

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1068 x 287 x 435 mm

WEIGHT
15 kg Net, 17 kg Gross

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS





SYSTEM
3 way floorstanding, paralaminar stealth flow 
vented loudspeaker.

CABINET
Enhanced “Lyre shape” design, progressive 
thickness triple curvature cabinet walls damped 
spread resonance spectrum system. Solid walnut 
vertical clamps.

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped Apex 
Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and ring 
transducer) 29XTR2. A Sonus faber designed 29 
mm moving coil driver. The ultra dynamic linearity 
is given by the new Neodymium motor system. 

MIDRANGE
Sonus faber M15XTR. A totally Sonus faber 
designed 150 mm ultra dynamic linearity 
midwoofer. CCAW wire is used on a composite 
former “eddy current free” voice coil. The 
dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings.
A special custom diaphragm is made with a real 
time air dried non pressed blend of traditional 
cellulose pulp, kapok, kenaf and other natural 
fibers, developed according to the most natural 
sound.
To further inhibit any residual cone coloration we 
are using a transparent viscous surface damping 
coating. Special coaxial anti-compressors is 
used, designed to remove cavity resonance and 
distortions.

WOOFER 
Sonus faber woofer W18XTR  is a direct 
descendant of the 9” speakers used in “Aida”. 
The salient aspect of the woofer, is to merge high 
definition, the prerogative of the ‘sandwich’ cones, 
and an identity in synergy with the sound of the 
midrange. This goal was reached by developing 
a “sandwich” membrane that combines a “heart” 
in hi-tech rigid syntactic foam with external layers 
in treated cellulose pulp.

The 1.5” voice coils “controlled Eddy Current”, 
together with the powerful long stroke magnetic 
motor, are guarantees for excellent performance, 
both from the dynamic point of view and that of 
linearity. 

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant “progressive slope” design, 
optimized amplitude/phase response for optimal 
space/time performance. “Paracross topology” 
on both tweeter hi-pass and midrange band pass, 
cross-over points 250 hz - 2.500 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
40 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
88 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
50W – 250W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
(IEC-268-5)
20V rms.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1055 x 370 x 472 mm

WEIGHT 
68 kg Net, 71 kg Gross

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS





SYSTEM
3 way floorstanding, paralaminar stealth flow 
vented loudspeaker.

CABINET
Enhanced “Lyre shape” design, progressive 
thickness triple curvature cabinet walls damped 
spread resonance spectrum system. Solid walnut 
vertical clamps.

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped Apex 
Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and ring 
transducer) 29XTR2. A Sonus faber designed 29 
mm moving coil driver. The ultra dynamic linearity 
is given by the new Neodymium motor system. 

MIDRANGE
Sonus faber M15XTR. A totally Sonus faber 
designed 150 mm ultra dynamic linearity 
midwoofer. CCAW wire is used on a composite 
former “eddy current free” voice coil. The 
dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings. 
A special custom diaphragm is made with a real 
time air dried non pressed blend of traditional 
cellulose pulp, kapok, kenaf and other natural 
fibers, developed according to the most natural 
sound. 
To further inhibit any residual cone coloration we 
are using a transparent viscous surface damping 
coating. Special coaxial anti-compressors is 
used, designed to remove cavity resonance and 
distortions.

WOOFERS
Sonus faber wooferS W18XTR  are direct 
descendants of the 9” speakers used in “Aida”. 
The salient aspect of the woofers, is to merge 
high definition, the prerogative of the ‘sandwich’ 
cones, and an identity in synergy with the 
sound of the midrange. This goal was reached 
by developing a “sandwich” membrane that 
combines a “heart” in hi-tech rigid syntactic foam 
with external layers in treated cellulose pulp. 

The 1.5” voice coils “controlled Eddy Current”, 
together with the powerful long stroke magnetic 
motor, are guarantees for excellent performance, 
both from the dynamic point of view and that of 
linearity.
CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant “progressive slope” design, 
optimized amplitude/phase response for optimal 
space/time performance. “Paracross topology” 
on both tweeter hi-pass and midrange band pass, 
cross-over points 250 Hz - 2.500 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
35 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
90 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
50W – 300W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
(IEC-268-5)
22V rms.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1114 x 403 x 508 mm 

WEIGHT
88 kg Net, 91 kg Gross

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



GRAPHITERED VIOLIN

AVAILABLE FINISHES









elipsa SYSTEM:
3 way floorstanding vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET:
Elliptical shape design, combination of 
sandwich construction obtained using 
hand selected wood layer and solid maple, 
quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control.
Sub-structural ribs are strategically placed 
for absolute rejection of spurious vibration 
and standing waves control.

TWEETER:
25 mm ultra dynamic ring radiator-driver.

MIDRANGE:
150 mm cone driver with Symmetric Drive 
Motor System and selected black wood fiber 
cone, high resolution, treated for break-up 
control. Dynamic linear suspension.
Designed synergistically with its vented 
acoustic chamber. Sonus faber exclusive.

WOOFER:
260 mm lightweight Aluminium/Magnesium
alloy cone driver. Ultra dynamic performance
and l inear i ty. Special  coaxial  ant i-
compressors is used, designed to 
remove cavity resonance and distortions.

CROSS-OVER:
        ,ngised redro dnoces tnanoser-noN

optimized phase characteristics for optimal 
space/time performance, cross-over points 
250 Hz - 2.300 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
35 Hz - 30.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY:
91 dB SPL (2,83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE:
4 ohm.

POWER HANDLING:
50W - 300W, without clipping.

Elipsa nasce da un preciso desiderio: trasferire l’innovazione tecnologica e le   
performance musicali raggiunte dai diffusori della collezione Homage - ed in 
particolare dalla Stradivari - in un inedito progetto appartenente alla linea Cremona, 
rendendole così fruibili da un pubblico più ampio. 
Il design ellittico del cabinet consente di ottenere scene acustiche dotate di straordinaria 
ampiezza e profondità, al cui interno gli esecutori assumono corpo e tridimensionalità. 
L’attenta scelta dei driver - in particolare del midrange, sviluppato in collaborazione 
con i nostri partner scandinavi in esclusiva per Sonus faber e munito di un cono 
in fibra di legno - si coniuga con una rete di cross-over che riflette, ancora una        
volta, la nostra convinzione riguardo alle frequenze di taglio “fisiologiche”, capaci di 
determinare un suono suadente e privo di fatica d’ascolto; in una parola:                 
naturale.

Elipsa is what occurs when intense passion becomes reality. Our passion drives 
us to borrow the technological innovation and musical performance achieved by 
speakers in our Homage collection. In particular the Stradivari loans its unique 
cabinet form and driver technology to the Cremona line, and makes their benefits 
available to a larger audience.
The elliptic design of the cabinet results in an extraordinarily wide deep soundstage, 
with players taking on solid, three-dimensional form. 
The unique Elipsa midrange, developed in collaboration with our Scandinavian 
partners exclusively for Sonus faber is fitted with a wood fiber cone. 
The many benefits of these drivers combine with a crossover network that once 
again mirrors our conviction regarding physiological design that delivers a sound 
both sweet and starkly transparent. In a word: natural.

FINISH:
Natural maple or light graphite multicoated with medium gloss ecologically sensitive lacquer.

DIMENSIONS:
1250 x 550 x 420 mm (HxWxD).

WEIGHT:
97 Kg per pair - net weight / 113,5 Kg per pair- shipping weight.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3 way floorstanding vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET
Elliptical shape design, combination of sandwich 
construction, obtained using hand selected wood 
layers and solid maple, quality graded and oriented
for carefully optimized resonances control.
Sub-structural ribs are strategically placed for absolute 
rejection of spurious vibrations and standing waves 
control.

TWEETER
33 mm ultra dynamic linearity neodymium ring 
radiator driver. Natural wood acoustic labyrinth rear 
chamber, with mechanical anti – resonator synergycally 
designed and integrated “acoustic ambient”.

MIDRANGE
150 mm cone driver with Symmetric Drive Motor 
System and selected black wood fiber cone, high 
resolution, treated for break-up control.
Dynamic linear suspension. Designed synergistically 
with its vented acoustic chamber. Sonus faber 
exclusive.

WOOFER
260 mm lightweight Aluminum Magnesium alloy 
cone driver. Ultra dynamic performance and linearity. 
Special coaxial anti-compressors is used, designed to 
remove cavity resonances and distortions.

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant second order design, optimized phase 
characteristics for optimal space/time performance, 
cross-over points 250 Hz – 2.300 Hz.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
35 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY
91 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

POWER HANDLING
50W – 300 W without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1250 x 550 x 420 mm

WEIGHT
97 Kg per pair.







AVAILABLE FINISHES
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3 way, low spurious vibration optimized, stealth 
reflex para-aperiodic loading, horizontal loudspeaker 
system.

CABINET
Lute shape design, multilayer, constrained-mode 
damping, enclosure formed using hand selected 
wood layers, quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control. Sub-structural ribs are 
strategically placed for absolute rejection of spurious 
vibrations. “New Era” avional (from “The” experience) 
exo-squeleton clamp structure inhibiting the residual 
resonances of the wooden structure. 

TWEETER
29XTR3. A Sonus faber designed 29 mm moving coil 
driver. The ultra dynamic linearity is given by the new 
Neodymium motor system. 

MIDRANGES
Sonus faber M15XTR. A totally Sonus faber designed 
150 mm ultra dynamic linearity midrange. CCAW wire 
is used on a composite former “eddy current free” 
voice coil. The dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings. A special 
custom diaphragm is made with a real time air dried 
non pressed blend of traditional cellulose pulp, kapok, 
kenaf and other natural fibers, developed according 
to the most natural sound. To further inhibit any 
residual cone coloration we are using a transparent 
viscous surface damping coating. Special coaxial 
anti-compressor are used, designed to remove cavity 
resonance and distortions. 

WOOFERS
180 mm, lightweight elastomer foam damped 
Aluminium/Magnesium alloy cone driver in an 
acoustically amorphous “stealth reflex” chamber. 
A long-throw motor system with a 1,5” controlled 
“eddy current” voice coil is implemented for high 
speed, performance and linearity. Special coaxial 
anti-compressor are used, designed to remove cavity 
resonance and distortions. 

CROSS-OVER
Non-resonant “progressive slope” design, optimized 
amplitude/phase response for optimal space/time 
performance. “Paracross topology” on both tweeter 
hi-pass and midrange band pass, cross-over points 
250 Hz – 1.800 Hz. Highest quality components 
are used including Mundorf Evo Oil capacitors and 
Jantzen inductors.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
50 Hz – 30.000 Hz, tuning port included.

SENSITIVITY
89 dB SPL (2.83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
30W – 300W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE
(IEC-268-5)
20V rms.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
310x825x390 mm 

WEIGHT
37 Kg – net weight / 43 Kg – shipping weight.



Eternity. Present. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
2 way, low spurious vibration optimized suspension, 
stealth reflex para-aperiodic loading, compact monitor 
on a dedicated stand loudspeaker system.

CABINET
Lute shape design, multilayer, constrained-mode 
damping, enclosure formed using hand selected 
wood layers, quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control.
Sub-structural ribs are strategically placed for 
absolute rejection of spurious vibrations. “New Era” 
avional (from the “the Sonus faber” experience) 
exo-squeleton clamp structure with the Tuned Mass 
Damper inhibiting the residual resonances of the 
wooden structure.

TWEETER
29 mm ultra dynamic linearity classic Ragnar Lian 
moving coil driver, Sonus faber vibration optimized 
mechanical interface.

MIDRANGE/WOOFER
179 mm, ultra dynamic linearity driver. CCAW/Kapton 
“eddy current free” voice coil. Dynamically linear 
magnetic field motor incorporating triple Kellog/
Goeller rings. Real time air dried and non pressed 
cellulose fiber cone. Designed synergistically with its 
optimized acoustic chamber.
A special coaxial anti-compressor are used, designed 
to remove cavity resonance and distortions.

CROSSOVER
Non-resonant progressive slope design, optimized 
amplitude/phase response for optimal space/time 
performance. Paracross topology on the tweeter hi-
pass. The response at low frequencies is controlled for 
a clear amplifier friendly performance. Highest quality 
is used in terms of the components:
Mundorf “Supreme” capacitors, Jantzen inductors. 
Crossover: 2800Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
40 Hz – 30.000 Hz, Stealth reflex included.

SENSITIVITY
86 db SPL (2.83V/1 m)

NOMINAL IMPEDENCE
4 ohm

POWER HANDLING
25W – 200W, without clipping

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
410 x 235 x 412 mm
795 x 320 x 423 mm (dedicated stand)

TOTAL DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1205 x 320 x 510 mm

WEIGHT
37 Kg per pair
72 Kg per pair (dedicated stand)

TOTAL WEIGHT
109 Kg per pair



Spirit. Technology. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3.5 way, low spurious vibration optimized suspension, 
stealth reflex para-aperiodic loading, staggered low 
frequency floorstanding loudspeaker system.

CABINET
Lute shape design, multilayer, constrained-mode 
damping, enclosure formed using hand selected 
wood layers, quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control. Sub-structural ribs are 
strategically placed for absolute rejection of spurious 
vibrations.
New Era avional (from the “the Sonus faber”  
experience) exo-squeleton clamp structure with the 
Tuned Mass Damper inhibiting the residual resonances 
of the wooden structure.

TWEETER
29 mm ultra dynamic linearity classic Ragnar Lian 
moving coil driver, Sonus faber vibration optimized 
mechanical interface.

MIDRANGE
179 mm, ultra dynamic linearity driver. CCAW/Kapton 
eddy current free voice coil.
Dynamically linear magnetic field motor incorporating 
triple Kellog/Goeller rings. Real time air dried and non 
pressed cellulose fiber cone. Designed synergistically 
with its optimized acoustic chamber.

WOOFERS
220 mm, lightweight elastomer foam damped 
Aluminium/Magnesium alloy cone driver in an 
acoustically amorphous stealth reflex chamber.
A long-throw motor system with a 1,5” controlled 
eddy current voice coil is implemented for high speed, 
performance and linearity.
Special coaxial anti-compressor are used, designed to 
remove cavity resonance and distortions.

CROSSOVER
Non-resonant progressive slope design, optimized 
amplitude/phase response for optimal space/time 
performance. Paracross topology on the tweeter hi-
pass. The response at low frequencies is controlled for 
a clear amplifier friendly performance.
Dual staggered transfer function low frequency/
room interface optimized filtre. Highest quality is 
used in terms of the components: Mundorf Supreme 
capacitors, Jantzen inductors.
Crossover: 80Hz – 220 Hz - 3200 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
25 Hz – 30.000 Hz, Stealth reflex included
SENSITIVITY:
90 db SPL (2.83V/1 m)

NOMINAL IMPEDENCE
4 ohm

POWER HANDLING
30W – 300W, without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1160 x 405 x 635 mm

WEIGHT
111 Kg per pair



The shape of sound.
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stradivari homage SYSTEM:
3 way floorstanding vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET:
El l ip t ica l  shape des ign, mul t i layer, 
constrained-mode damping, enclosure 
formed using hand selected wood layers, 
quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control.
Sub-structural ribs are strategically placed 
for absolute rejection of spurious vibrations.

TWEETER:
33 mm ultra dynamic linearity neodymium 
ring radiator driver, with dual toroidal 
wave-guide.
Natural wood acoustic labyrinth rear 
chamber, with mechanical anti-resonator 
synergycally designed and integrated 
“acoustic ambient”. 

MIDRANGE:
150 mm ultra dynamic linearity driver. 
CCAW/Kapton “eddy current free” voice coil.
Dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporating Kellog and Faraday rings. 
All moving elements optimally ventilated 
for “resonance free” response.
Designed synergistically with its vented 
“acoustic chamber”.

WOOFERS:
260 mm lightweight Aluminium/Magnesium 
alloy cone driver in an acoustically 
amorphous vented chamber. 
A dual Faraday copper ring long-throw 
motor system with a 2” “eddy current 

       artlu na rof detnemelpmi si lioc eciov ”eerf
dynamic performance and linearity.
Special coaxial anti-compressors are used, 
designed to remove cavity resonance and 
distortions.

CROSS-OVER:
Special multi slope structure with optimized 
phase/amplitude response. The impedance 
at low frequencies is controlled for a clear 
amplifier friendly performance. 
A unique structured precious metal alloy 
conductors used, totally coherent on the 
entire signal path.
Cross-over points 300 Hz - 4.000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
22 Hz - 40.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY:
92 dB SPL (2,83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE:
4 ohm.

POWER HANDLING:
30W - 300W, without clipping.

L’omaggio a Stradivari definisce ulteriormente l’ambizione di avvicinare sempre 
più l’identità del diffusore acustico a quella di strumento musicale. 
All’origine del progetto l’ispirazione che un front allargato rispetto ai canoni       
tradizionali potesse condurre alla simulazione del piano infinito 2 , traducendone 
il modello di sorgente acustica teoricamente perfetta ed offrendo una performance 
di riproduzione assolutamente innovativa. Da qui, il grande pannello frontale: 
che accumula, anziché disperdere, energia dagli altoparlanti, per poi rifletterla. 
Design ellittico per un sistema a tre vie capace di offrire una risposta totalmente 
diversa, emotivamente entusiasmante.

The tribute to Stradivari further defines that ambition to bring the identity of the 
loudspeaker ever more closer to that of a musical instrument. 
At its outset, the project was based on the idea that a front that was wider 
than traditional canons could lead to the simulation of the 2  infinite plane, 
translating the model of a theoretically perfect acoustic source and offering an 
absolutely innovative reproduction performance. 
And thus, the large front panel: it does not disperse but accumulates the energy of 
the loudspeakers, and then reflects it. An elliptic design for a three-way system 
capable of offering a totally different, emotionally enthusiastic response.

FINISH:
Graphite or red violin piano gloss.

DIMENSIONS:
1370 x 655 x 500 mm (HxWxD).

WEIGHT:
151,8 Kg per pair - net weight / 198,6 Kg per pair-shipping weight.

stradivari homage SYSTEM:
3 way floorstanding vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET:
El l ip t ica l  shape des ign, mul t i layer, 
constrained-mode damping, enclosure 
formed using hand selected wood layers, 
quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control.
Sub-structural ribs are strategically placed 
for absolute rejection of spurious vibrations.

TWEETER:
33 mm ultra dynamic linearity neodymium 
ring radiator driver, with dual toroidal 
wave-guide.
Natural wood acoustic labyrinth rear 
chamber, with mechanical anti-resonator 
synergycally designed and integrated 
“acoustic ambient”. 

MIDRANGE:
150 mm ultra dynamic linearity driver. 
CCAW/Kapton “eddy current free” voice coil.
Dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporating Kellog and Faraday rings. 
All moving elements optimally ventilated 
for “resonance free” response.
Designed synergistically with its vented 
“acoustic chamber”.

WOOFERS:
260 mm lightweight Aluminium/Magnesium 
alloy cone driver in an acoustically 
amorphous vented chamber. 
A dual Faraday copper ring long-throw 
motor system with a 2” “eddy current 

       artlu na rof detnemelpmi si lioc eciov ”eerf
dynamic performance and linearity.
Special coaxial anti-compressors are used, 
designed to remove cavity resonance and 
distortions.

CROSS-OVER:
Special multi slope structure with optimized 
phase/amplitude response. The impedance 
at low frequencies is controlled for a clear 
amplifier friendly performance. 
A unique structured precious metal alloy 
conductors used, totally coherent on the 
entire signal path.
Cross-over points 300 Hz - 4.000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
22 Hz - 40.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY:
92 dB SPL (2,83 V/1m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE:
4 ohm.

POWER HANDLING:
30W - 300W, without clipping.

L’omaggio a Stradivari definisce ulteriormente l’ambizione di avvicinare sempre 
più l’identità del diffusore acustico a quella di strumento musicale. 
All’origine del progetto l’ispirazione che un front allargato rispetto ai canoni       
tradizionali potesse condurre alla simulazione del piano infinito 2 , traducendone 
il modello di sorgente acustica teoricamente perfetta ed offrendo una performance 
di riproduzione assolutamente innovativa. Da qui, il grande pannello frontale: 
che accumula, anziché disperdere, energia dagli altoparlanti, per poi rifletterla. 
Design ellittico per un sistema a tre vie capace di offrire una risposta totalmente 
diversa, emotivamente entusiasmante.

The tribute to Stradivari further defines that ambition to bring the identity of the 
loudspeaker ever more closer to that of a musical instrument. 
At its outset, the project was based on the idea that a front that was wider 
than traditional canons could lead to the simulation of the 2  infinite plane, 
translating the model of a theoretically perfect acoustic source and offering an 
absolutely innovative reproduction performance. 
And thus, the large front panel: it does not disperse but accumulates the energy of 
the loudspeakers, and then reflects it. An elliptic design for a three-way system 
capable of offering a totally different, emotionally enthusiastic response.

FINISH:
Graphite or red violin piano gloss.

DIMENSIONS:
1370 x 655 x 500 mm (HxWxD).

WEIGHT:
151,8 Kg per pair - net weight / 198,6 Kg per pair-shipping weight.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM
3 way floorstanding vented box loudspeaker.

CABINET
Elliptical shape design, multilayer, constrained-mode 
damping, enclosure formed using hand selected 
wood layers, quality graded and oriented for carefully 
optimized resonances control.Sub-structural ribs are 
strategically placed for absolute rejection of spurious 
vibrations.

TWEETER
33 mm ultra dynamic linearity neodymium ring radiator 
driver, with dual toroidal wave-guide.
Natural wood acoustic labyrinth rear chamber, with 
mechanical anti-resonator synergycally designed and 
integrated “acoustic ambient”.

MIDRANGE
150 mm ultra dynamic linearity driver.
CCAW/Kapton “eddy current free” voice coil.
Dynamically linear magnetic field motor incorporating 
Kellog and Faraday rings. All moving elements 
optimally ventilated for “resonance free” response 
Designed synergistically with its vented “acoustic 
chamber”.

WOOFERS
260 mm lightweight Aluminium/Magnesium alloy 
cone driver in an acoustically amorphous vented 
chamber.A dual Faraday copper ring long-throw 
motor system with a 2” “eddy current free” voice coil 
is implemented for an ultra dynamic performance and 
linearity.Special coaxial anti-compressors are used, 
designed to remove cavity resonance and distortions.

CROSS-OVER
Special multi slope structure with optimized phase/
amplitude response. The impedance at low 
frequencies is controlled for a clear amplifier friendly 
performance.A unique structured precious metal alloy 
conductors used, totally coherent on the entire signal 
path. Cross-over points 300 Hz - 4.000 Hz.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
22 Hz - 40.000 Hz, tuning ports included.

SENSITIVITY
92 dB SPL (2,83 V/1m).
 
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

POWER HANDLING
30W - 300W, without clipping.

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1370 x 265 x 560 mm

WEIGHT
115,8 Kg per pair - net weight



RED WALNUT
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM
3.5 way, orthogonal non interactive dual 
enclosure, para-aperiodic vented box “Stealth 
Reflex System” on the main enclosure, 
passive radiator tuned and “Zero Vibration 
Transmission” technology on the subwoofer 
enclosure , modulation-free  90° and decoupled 
from the main one, staggered low frequency 
floorstanding loudspeaker system.

CABINET  
“Lyra shape” design, progressive thickness 
triple curvature cabinet walls damped spread 
resonance spectrum system, Sub–structural ribs 
are strategically placed for total rejection of 
spurious vibrations and standing waves control. 
Two double “dampshelves” (from “The” 
experience), i.e. CNC anodized machined 
avional “vibration dampers” (on the top and on 
the bottom of each cabinet) “stiffen” the column 
structures reducing consistently structural micro-
vibrations coming from the cabinets’ walls and 
the transducers.  The “Anima legata” system 
is used in an innovative way, encompassing 
the structural ribs of the subwoofer enclosure. 
A special steel rod, a high speed mechanical 
interface, concentrates the remaining micro-
vibrations conveying them to the dual multiple 
“Tuned Mass Dampers”, i.e. two differently 
tuned special custom devices optimized to 
erase micro-vibrations, by oscillating in anti-
phase. The subwoofer enclosure has been 
decoupled from the main enclosure through 
a new implementation of the Zero Vibration 
Transmission technology, a suspension system, 
eliminating any acoustic feedback and any 
vibration propagation to the listening room. 
The radiation of the main enclosure and of the 
subwoofer one are orthogonal to avoid any 
intermodulation.

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped 
Apex Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and 
ring transducer) H28 XTR-04. A Sonus faber 
designed 28 mm moving coil driver, with Sonus 
faber’s vibration optimized mechanical interface. 
The ultra dynamic linearity is given by the new 
Neodymium motor system. Implemented with 

a natural wood acoustic labyrinth rear chamber,  
a mechanical anti-resonator designed for this 
application.

MIDRANGE
Sonus faber M18 XTR-04. A Sonus faber 
designed 180 mm neodymium magnet system 
ultra dynamic linearity midrange. CCAW wire is 
used on a composite former “eddy current free” 
voice coil. The dynamically linear magnetic field 
motor incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings. 
A special custom diaphragm is made with a real 
time air dried non pressed blend of traditional 
cellulose pulp, kapok, kenaf and other natural 
fibers, developed according to the most natural 
sound. To further inhibit any residual cone 
coloration we are using a transparent viscous 
surface damping coating. The same way as the 
tweeter, the midrange is decoupled from the 
main baffle board and designed synergistically 
with its optimized “acoustic chamber”. A special 
coaxial anti-compressor is used, designed to 
remove cavity resonances and distortions.  

WOOFERS
Sonus faber W18XTR-16. A triple of Sonus faber 
designed 180 mm lightweight “sandwich” cone 
structure (high-tech syntactic foam core and two 
external surface skins of cellulose pulp) woofers 
are integrated in an acoustically amorphous 
“stealth reflex” chamber. Designed to blend 
perfectly with the special midrange and, at the 
same time, to have absolute definition in their 
range: the sandwich structure with outer paper 
pulp skins has the same sonic character of the 
midrange cone. A powerful long stroke motor 
system with a 1,5” controlled “eddy current” 
voice coil is implemented for high speed, 
performance and linearity.

INFRA WOOFER
Sonus faber SW26 XT-08.  Sonus faber designed 
a 260 mm infra woofer, lightweight hard paper 
composite sandwich cone  technology for a 
maximum rigidity and implemented it in an 
acoustically amorphous passive radiator tuned 
separated enclosure. The unit features a very 
powerful long throw motor with a 2.5” voice coil 
for ultra dynamic linearity. To perfectly match 

the low-end performance to different listening 
rooms it is possible to adapt the SPL of the infra 
woofer.  

CROSS-OVER  
Non-resonant design, optimized amplitude/
phase response for optimal space/time 
performance. “Paracross topology”. The 
impedance at low frequencies is controlled for a 
clear and friendly amplifier performance. Double 
staggered transfer function low frequency/
room interface optimized filter. Highest quality 
is used in terms of the components: Mundorf 
“Supreme” Silver/Gold/Oil capacitors, Jantzen 
inductors. Cross-over: 80Hz - 250 Hz - 2500Hz.  

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz – 35.000 Hz, Stealth reflex included.

SENSITIVITY
92 db SPL (2.83V/1 m).

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm.

SUGGESTED AMPLIFIER POWER OUTPUT
100W – 800W, without clipping.

LONG-TERM MAX INPUT VOLTAGE 
(IEC 268-5)
30 V rms

DIMENSIONS
160mm x 491mm x 705mm (HxWxD)

WEIGHT
103 Kg each - net weight
156 kg each - shipping weight
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM
3.5 way, Sound field Shaper Technology, “Zero 
Vibration Transmission” technology, para-aperiodic 
vented box “Stealth Reflex System”, staggered 
low frequency floorstanding loudspeaker system.

CABINET
“Lyra shape” design, dual side curvature, special 
cross grained okoumè plywood, used in a double 
thickness constriction layer damped configuration.
Sub–structural ribs are strategically placed for 
total rejection of spurious vibrations and standing 
waves control. Two “dampshelves” (from the “the 
Sonus faber” experience), i.e. CNC anodized 
machined avional “vibration dampers” (on the top 
and on the bottom of the cabinet) “stiffen” the 
column structure reducing consistently structural 
micro-vibrations coming from the cabinet walls 
and the transducers. The “Anima legata” system 
is used in an innovative way, encompassing the 
3 inner chambers of the front firing drive units. 
A special steel rod, a high speed mechanical 
interface, concentrates the remaining micro-
vibrations conveying them to the dual multiple 
“Tuned Mass Dampers”, i.e. two differently tuned 
special custom devices optimized to erase micro-
vibrations, by oscillating in anti-phase. A totally 
new floating bridge “Bow spring” suspension 
for vibrational interface has been devised to 
decouple the enclosure from the floor through the 
Zero Vibration Transmission technology, a patent 
pending suspension system, eliminating any 
acoustic feedback and any vibration propagation 
to the listening room. 

TWEETER
Sonus faber “Arrow Point” DAD (Damped Apex 
Dome, synthesis of the classic dome and ring 
transducer) 29 XTR-06. A Sonus faber designed 
29 mm moving coil driver, with Sonus faber’s 
vibration optimized mechanical interface. The ultra 
dynamic linearity is given by the new Neodymium 
motor system. Implemented with a natural wood 
acoustic labyrinth rear chamber,  a mechanical 
anti-resonator designed for this application. To 
perfectly match the high frequency performance 
to different listening rooms and different tastes it is 
possible to adjust the SPL of the tweeter.

MIDRANGE
Sonus faber M18 XTR-08. A Sonus faber designed 
180 mm neodymium magnet system ultra 
dynamic linearity midrange. CCAW wire is used 
on a composite former “eddy current free” voice 
coil. The dynamically linear magnetic field motor 
incorporates triple Kellog/Goeller rings. A special 
custom diaphragm is made with a real time air 
dried non pressed blend of traditional cellulose 
pulp, kapok, kenaf and other natural fibers, 
developed according to the most natural sound. 
To further inhibit any residual cone coloration we 
are using a transparent viscous surface damping 
coating. The basket is thoroughly optimized to 
eliminate any resonance, thanks to a high-tech dual 
metal (Avional and Gun Metal), CNC machined 
from solid billets. The combination of the two 
different materials, Avional and Gunmetal, allows 
eliminating any mutual resonance. The same way 
as the tweeter, the midrange is decoupled from 
the main baffle board and designed synergistically 
with its optimized “acoustic chamber”. A special 
coaxial anti-compressor is used, designed to 
remove cavity resonances and distortions. 

WOOFERS
Sonus faber W22 XTR-12. A pair of Sonus faber 
designed 220 mm lightweight “sandwich” cone 
structure (high-tech syntactic foam core and 
two external surface skins of coated cellulose 
pulp) woofers are embedded in an acoustically 
amorphous “stealth reflex” chamber. Designed 
to blend perfectly with the special midrange and, 
at the same time, to have absolute definition in 
their range: the sandwich structure with outer 
paper pulp skins has the same sonic character of 
the midrange cone. A long-throw motor system 
with a 2” controlled “eddy current” voice coil is 
implemented for high speed, performance and 
linearity. Special coaxials anti-compressor are 
used, designed to remove cavity resonance and 
distortions.

INFRA WOOFER
Sonus faber SW32 XT-08.  Sonus faber designed 
a 320 mm infra woofer, lightweight honeycomb 
composite sandwich cone structure with 
Nanocarbon technology for a maximum rigidity 
and implemented it in an acoustically amorphous 
“stealth reflex” chamber. The unit features a very 

powerful long throw motor with a 3” voice coil for 
ultra dynamic linearity. To perfectly match the low-
end performance to different listening rooms it is 
possible to adapt the SPL of the infra woofer. 

SOUND FIELD SHAPER
The special patented Sound field Shaper 
technology, a direct derivation from the “the Sonus 
faber”, allows the control of the direct/reverberant 
radiation ratio of the Aida. The sound field shaping 
module can be SPL  optimized. 

SOUND FIELD SHAPER TWEETER
29 mm ultra dynamic linearity neodymium dome 
driver. Optimized off-axis radiation for this special 
application. 

SOUND FIELD SHAPER MIDRANGE
120 mm, paper pulp/natural fiber blend cone 
driver for maximum coherence with the front 
midrange emission. 

CROSSOVER
Non-resonant design, optimized amplitude/phase 
response for optimal space/time performance.  
“Paracross topology” on the tweeter hi-pass.
The impedance at low frequencies is controlled for 
a clear and friendly amplifier performance. Triple 
staggered transfer function low frequency/room 
interface optimized filter. Highest quality is used 
in terms of the components: Mundorf “Supreme” 
Silver/Gold/Oil capacitors, Jantzen inductors.
Cross-over: 55Hz - 180 Hz - 250 Hz - 3000Hz. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz – 35.000 Hz, Stealth reflex included

SENSITIVITY
92 db SPL (2.83V/1 m)

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE
4 ohm

POWER HANDLING
100W – 1KW, without clipping

DIMENSIONS (HxWxD)
1725mm x 482mm x 780mm 

WEIGHT
330 Kg per pair



www.sonusfaber.com


